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EYEWITNESS BROADCAST ON ATTACK ON LUBECK

Following is the talk anonymously broadcast as the

postscript after this evening’s 6 o’clock news:-

ANNOUNCER: The speaker, who holds the D.S.O. and D.F.G. is the Commanding
Officer of a Wellington Bomber Squadron. He describes the recent heavy
attacks on the German Baltic port of Lubeck.

SPEAKER: This attack on Lubeck was the most amazing blitz I’ve seen since I

first started bombing nearly 18 months ago.

Conditions were good from the start. The moon, which was only a

few days short of the full, was slightly obscured by very thin high cloud which

got even thinner as we went on, until when we were halfway across the North Sea

we were flying in bright moonlight and in a cloudless sky.

Some time after we crossed the coast we were held by searchlights
and the guns popped off at us with a little heavy stuff, but it wasn’t very

accurate.

We got held a second time by searchlights shortly afterwards, but

scon the guns were silent, a sure sign that the Germans had got their night

fighters up.

Some of the other chaps ran into them but we didn’t see any. We

were 70 miles away over land, when we first saw the glow in the sky from the

fires at Lubeck, and we knew that the attack was well under weigh.

As we got nearer, we saw a great line of black smoke - like a smoke

screen blowing back from Lubeck and over the German country-side towards Kiel.

It must have been 1 ,000 yards wide. We were flying straight into the wind and

the smoke was underneath us. It blacked out the ground below.

When we got to Lubeck, we found a great area round the docks

completely enveloped in flames. It wasn’t a question of counting the number of

fires; the whole area was one gigantic fire, and, as we got nearer it grew and

grew.

Our navigator’s log bock, I think, summarises what happened next,

I’ve got the book here and these are the entries he made:

0119 hours. Arrived Lubeck. What a fire, bombed a bit

and stooged around,

0200 hours. Still flying round.

Then three minutes later, he entered the fact that we'd set course

for base.

By then, we had been over the target almost an hour. He put down

three separate sticks of bombs.

The whole of this big area was still burning fiercely when we left.

It seemed to us that it would have been completely impossible for them to have

got it under control - no fireman could have lived in it - and it looked as

though it would go on blazing until it burnt itself out.

On the way back we followed the smoke line along the first part of

our route. It was blowing then over a distance of about 70 miles.

There’d been some light and heavy flak from guns around Lubeck, and

the aircraft had been holed here and there by shell fragments, one of which

smashed the pilot’s windscreen, but the flying of the machine wasn’t affected.

When we got back, one of the Intelligence Officers asked the

second pilot what he thought of it all.

He replied, quite simply: "What a raid!”


